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Colleagues,
As you are aware, many weed species have evolved resistance to ALS herbicides in many parts of
the world. In Australia, ALS herbicide resistance evolution has been rapid and widespread in Lolium
rigidum and Raphanus raphanistrum.
Evaluating the effect of resistance endowing gene mutations on plant fitness is challenging because
for unequivocal results it is necessary to work with plants with a well characterised resistance
mechanism, work with plants homozygous for the resistance trait, minimise genetic differences
between resistant (R) and susceptible (S) populations and conduct experiments under competition.
We were able to meet most of these criteria working with ALS herbicide resistant Raphanus
populations.
In this just published work, ALS herbicide resistant Raphanus populations were purified as
individually homozygous for the specific ALS gene resistance endowing mutations:





Ala-122-Tyr
Pro-197-Ser
Asp-376-Glu
Trp-574-Leu

In this work with these homozygous ALS herbicide resistant Raphanus populations these four ALS
gene resistance endowing mutations did NOT adversely impact plant fitness, in the presence or
absence of competition. Similarly, previously we found in ALS herbicide resistant Lolium that various
Pro-197 mutations or Trp-574-Leu also did not impact plant fitness (Yu et al 2010, Jnl. Exp Bot
(attached). Therefore, at least for the ALS herbicide resistant Raphanus raphanistrum and Lolium
rigidum populations that we have studied, certain ALS resistance endowing gene mutations do NOT
adversely impact plant fitness.
This data certainly helps explain that certain ALS resistance gene frequencies are initially high and
resistance evolution to ALS herbicides occurs rapidly. The absence of a fitness penalty for many
ALS gene resistance endowing mutations is certainly a contributing factor to the rapid evolution of
ALS herbicide resistance that has occurred in weed species around the world.
Thank you,
Stephen Powles, FAA, FTSE
Winthrop Professor,
Director, Australian Herbicide Resistance Initiative
T: 08 6488 7833, E: stephen.powles@uwa.edu.au
(M086) The University of Western Australia
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ALS herbicide resistance mutations in
Raphanus raphanistrum: evaluation of
pleiotropic effects on vegetative growth and
ALS activity
Mei Li,a,b Qin Yu,a Heping Han,a Martin Vila-Aiuba,c∗ and Stephen B Powlesa
Abstract
BACKGROUND: Gene mutations that endow herbicide resistance may cause pleiotropic effects on plant ecology and physiology.
This paper reports on the effect of a number of known and novel target-site resistance mutations of the ALS gene (Ala-122-Tyr,
Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376-Glu or Trp-574-Leu) on vegetative growth traits of the weed Raphanus raphanistrum.
RESULTS: The results from a series of experiments have indicated that none of these ALS resistance mutations imposes negative
pleiotropic effects on relative growth rate (RGR), photosynthesis and resource-competitive ability in R. raphanistrum plants.
The absence of pleiotropic effects on plant growth occurs in spite of increased (Ala-122-Tyr, Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376-Glu) and
decreased (Trp-574-Leu) extractable ALS activity.
CONCLUSION: The absence of detrimental pleiotropic effects on plant growth associated with the ALS target-site resistance
mutations reported here is a contributing factor in resistance alleles being at relatively high frequencies in ALS-herbicideunselected R. raphanistrum populations.
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The core of plant defence theory maintains that, depending
on the environmental selective conditions, evolution favours
plant functions and traits that maximise either growth
or survival (i.e. resistance).1 – 4 The evolution of herbicide
resistance in plants provides an excellent model system to
test the predicted growth–resistance trade-off.5 Gene mutations
endowing herbicide resistance involve a constitutively evolved
plant defence mechanism that is expected to result in pleiotropic
effects on plant fitness, which are manifested by the absence of
herbicide selection.5 – 7 An example of this is the reduced relative
growth rate (RGR), net assimilation rate (NAR) and impaired ability
to compete for resources of Lolium rigidum exhibiting cytochromeP450-enhanced herbicide metabolism.8,9
In contrast to enhanced herbicide metabolism, in which
herbicides are prevented from reaching their target (nontarget-site resistance mechanism), herbicide resistance in plants
can also be endowed by DNA mutations leading to single
amino acid changes in herbicide target proteins that prevent
effective herbicide binding (target-site resistance mechanism).10
A single amino acid change in a herbicide target-site protein
can cause detrimental pleiotropic effects on fitness traits at the
whole-plant level.11 A recent analysis, however, has shown that
pleiotropic effects (i.e. resistance costs) associated with target-site
herbicide resistance genes are difficult to predict and occur on a
case-by-case basis.5

Acetolactate synthase (ALS) is a key plant enzyme responsible
for the biosynthesis of branched-chain amino acids, and is also the
target of many commercial ALS-inhibiting herbicides (hereafter
referred to as ALS herbicides).12 Evolved target-site ALS herbicide
resistance is widespread in many weed species, but, in spite of
the large number (n = 22) of known mutations endowing ALS
herbicide resistance that have been reported hitherto, only a few
limited attempts have been made to evaluate the expression
and magnitude of resistance costs associated with ALS target-site
herbicide resistance alleles.13 – 16 A recent study in evolved ALSherbicide-resistant L. rigidum populations has shown that various
ALS resistance alleles in homozygous status had negligible effects
on ALS kinetics or plant growth, and there was only a reduction in
plant relative growth rate (RGR) if certain ALS kinetic parameters
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(e.g. substrate affinity and feedback inhibition) and specific activity
were altered.17
Raphanus raphanistrum (wild radish) is a widespread,
economically important dicot weed of Australian and global
agriculture.18 A large-scale random survey across 10 million ha
of Australian crop land revealed very widespread and highlevel evolved resistance to ALS herbicides in R. raphanistrum.19
Many evolved ALS-herbicide-resistant R. raphanistrum populations
exhibit diverse ALS gene mutations endowing target-site
resistance.10,20 – 22 Recently, the present authors identified in
R. raphanistrum populations a previously unknown Ala-122-Tyr
mutation that confers high-level and broad resistance to ALS
herbicides,21 as well as a number of known ALS gene resistance
mutations (e.g. Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376-Glu, Trp-574-Leu).22 In this
study, R. raphanistrum populations with all plants individually
homozygous for four specific ALS resistance mutations (Ala122-Tyr, Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376-Glu or Trp-574-Leu) were used.
An investigation was conducted to establish whether these ALS
resistance mutations leading to amino acid changes in the ALS
translated into pleiotropic effects on plant vegetative growth or
ALS activity.

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1 Plant material
In order to minimise genetic background differences between
genotypes, the assessment of pleiotropic effects of herbicide
resistance mutations on fitness traits requires genetically wellcharacterised plants.23 In this study, the effect of genetic
background differences within each ALS R. raphanistrum
resistant and susceptible population was largely eliminated after
identification and selection of individuals homozygous (RR) for the
ALS-resistant and wild-type mutations. Here, each R. raphanistrum
genotype included all plants individually homozygous for the
unique resistance mutation Ala-122-Tyr, Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376Glu or Trp-574-Leu. Furthermore, the inclusion of two ALSsusceptible genotypes was planned to minimise the effect
of genetic background differences between ALS-resistant and
ALS-susceptible genotypes.5,23,24 This methodological approach
enables the independent comparison of each ALS-resistant
population versus both ALS-susceptible populations.
The effect of these ALS herbicide resistance mutations on plant
growth was examined by determining RGR and its components
NAR and LAR, as well as resource-competitive responses to wheat
competition. The effect of the ALS resistance mutations on ALS
activity was also evaluated.
Four ALS-herbicide-resistant (R) and two ALS-herbicidesusceptible (S) R. raphanistrum populations were collected from
the northern cropping region of Western Australia (Table 1). The
chosen wild-type populations represent two susceptible genetic
backgrounds with a range of phenotypic variability that served
as a comparison for the R populations.23 A number of herbicides
were used for phenotypic identification of R and S individuals
from within each population.22 Phenotypically identified R and
S plants were sampled for genomic DNA extraction, followed by
ALS gene sequencing and derived cleaved amplified polymorphic
sequence [(d)CAPS] marker analysis. Briefly, primers were designed
on the basis of plant ALS gene sequences of Arabidopsis
thaliana (AY042819), R. raphanistrum (AJ344986) and Brassica
napus (Z11524) to amplify the regions containing all potential
resistance-endowing ALS gene mutation sites.22 PCR products
were purified from agarose gel and directly sequenced. ALS DNA
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and deduced amino acid sequences from R and S plants were
aligned and compared. The total amplified fragment length covers
>90% of the Arabidopsis full ALS coding sequence (excluding the
transit peptide sequence) and 100% of the conserved coding
sequence across plant species. These molecular tools enabled the
identification of plants homozygous for the wild-type (susceptible)
and resistance ALS mutations Ala-122-Tyr, Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376Glu or Trp-574-Leu.21,22
At least five plants identified as susceptible or homozygous
for each ALS resistance mutation were isolated and crosspollinated manually, and seed was obtained. In this way,
purified subpopulations were obtained, grown under the same
environmental conditions and each possessing all homozygous
individuals with only a specific ALS resistance (Tyr-122, Ser-197,
Glu-376 or Leu-574) or susceptible allele (referred to as wild-type
S1 and S2 ).21,22 Twelve progeny plants were randomly selected
from within each subpopulation for ALS sequencing/marker
analysis, and all were found to be homozygous for a specific ALSresistance-endowing allele. These purified ALS-herbicide-resistant
subpopulations were tested and found to be susceptible to
herbicides of other modes of action (data not shown).
2.2 Seed germination and growth
Seeds of the purified R and S subpopulations were weighed so as to
ensure no difference in size, then germinated on water-solidified
agar (0.6% w/v) at 25/15 ◦ C in the dark for 48 h. To overcome seed
dormancy, 1 µM of karrikinolide was incorporated into the agar
medium. Germinating seedlings of similar size were transplanted
into plastic pots (see below) containing a mix of 25% moss peat,
25% river sand and 50% mulched pine bark.
2.3 Evaluation of growth traits
Experiments were designed to estimate RGR and its components
NAR and LAR associated with ALS R and S subpopulations
endowed with different ALS gene mutations. Growth assessments
were performed with both isolated individuals (physiological
resistance cost) and plants growing in a competitive resourcelimited environment imposed by a range of wheat (Triticum
aestivum) crop densities (ecological resistance cost). Estimations
of RGR and its components involved a classic25 and combined26
growth analysis. A target–neighbourhood experimental design27
enabled the analysis of resource-competitive responses of ALS
R and S individuals under crop competition.9,28 All growth traits
were evaluated within 40 days of vegetative growth in an outdoor
experimental garden during the normal growing season for R.
raphanistrum in the Southern Hemisphere (April–September).
2.3.1 Classic growth analysis approach
Uniform-size seedlings were transplanted into large pots (one
plant per pot, 15 cm diameter × 15 cm height) containing
the same soil substrate as above. Pots were regularly fertilised,
irrigated, periodically rearranged to randomise environmental
differences and spatially distributed to avoid light competition.
Individual above-ground dry biomass and leaf area were assessed
by harvesting plants at 15 and 29 days after transplanting (DAT).
Leaf area was determined with a digital leaf area meter (LI-3100, LICOR; John Morris Scientific Pty Ltd) at each harvest time. Harvested
plants (7–8-leaf stage) were then oven dried for 72 h at 65 ◦ C. Each
experimental treatment consisted of 25 replicate plants.
Photosynthesis rates (µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 ) were estimated at
17 and 26 DAT (LI-COR 6400; LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).
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Table 1. Geographical locations of field collected ALS-herbicide-resistant (R) and ALS-herbicide-susceptible (S) Raphanus raphanistrum populations
and purified subpopulations homozygous for various ALS resistance mutations/alleles

Original
population
WARR7 (S1 )
WARR33 (S2 )
WARR30 (R)
WARR32 (R)
WARR12 (R)
WARR31(R)

Geographical location
of collected populations
◦

◦

Yuna (28 20.4 S, 115 0.6 E)
Green Hills (31◦ 52.8 S, 117◦ 4.2 E)
Yuna (28◦ 20.4 S, 115◦ 0.6 E)
Three Springs (29◦ 34.2 S, 115◦ 28.2 E)
Nabawa (28◦ 30 S, 115◦ 0.6 E)
Tardun ( 28◦ 42.6 S, 115◦ 4.2 E)

Photosynthesis was measured at photon flux densities of 1500
µmol m−2 s−1 , with 400 ppm CO2 at 20 ◦ C. Each time, eight plants
from each R and S subpopulation were randomly selected for
measurement.
2.3.1.1 Statistical analysis. RGR, NAR and LAR were estimated
for each R and S subpopulation over time. The unbiased formula
proposed by Hoffmann and Poorter29 was used to determine
RGR. The variance (V) of RGR was estimated according to Venus
and Causton.30,31 One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
Dunnett’s post-test (α = 5%) was performed to assess pairwise
differences in growth (RGR, NAR, LAR) estimates between each
ALS R subpopulation and both ALS S subpopulations (Graphpad
Prism v.6.0; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).
2.3.2 Combined growth analysis approach
This methodology enables the comparison of time trends in
classically derived RGR, NAR and LAR after data fitting to a
polynomial model.26 Seedlings from ALS R and S subpopulations
were transplanted into pots (five plants per pot, 17 cm diameter ×
17 cm height) containing the same substrate as described above.
Plants were harvested at 9, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 DAT (7–8-leaf
stage), and there were four replicates per harvest. Individual plant
leaf area and above-ground biomass were determined as described
above. The experimental conditions were also as described above.

Purified subpopulations
homozygous for specific ALS
resistance mutation

ALS resistance allele

Wild type
Wild type
Ala-122-Tyr
Pro-197-Ser
Asp-376-Glu
Trp-574-Leu

S1
S2
Tyr-122 (R)
Ser-197 (R)
Glu-376 (R)
Leu-574 (R)

competition) and five replicates for all other target–neighbour
combinations. Above-ground biomass of target (R. raphanistrum)
and neighbour (wheat) plants was harvested 38 days after transplanting of the former. The biomass was oven dried for 72 h at
65 ◦ C and then weighed. The leaf area of ALS R and S target plants
was evaluated as above. Variations in photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) imposed by increasing wheat densities to target plants
were estimated over time at the top of the canopy of target plants in
each target–wheat combination (SKP 200; Skye instruments Ltd).
2.4.1 Statistical analysis
To standardise for differences in productivity, data for aboveground biomass and leaf area of target plants in the presence
of neighbours were expressed as a percentage of dry matter
production or leaf area in the absence of competition.9,33 Per-unitsize and per-individual competitive responses were analysed using
a hyperbolic non-linear model to describe the response of target
plants to increasing biomass of neighbour wheat plants:9,27,34
y = a/ (1 + bx)

2.4 Evaluation of resource-competitive responses
Using the neighbourhood competition experimental design,28
target ALS R and S R. raphanistrum individuals were subjected
to asymmetric competition from increasing neighbour wheat
(Triticum aestivum) densities from 0 to 600 plants m−2 . Raphanus
raphanistrum seeds were germinated as described above and
transplanted into pots when wheat plants were at the 2–3-leaf
stage. Experimental units were arranged in a completely randomised design using six replicates for the control treatment (no

2.5 ALS in vitro activity
Seedlings at the 3–4-leaf stage from the two susceptible and
four resistant genotypes were used for in vitro assays of ALS
enzyme activity. Leaf blades (4 g, not including the petiole) were
harvested from each genotype, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at −80 ◦ C. The ALS assay was conducted according to
Han et al.21 The assay was repeated 3 times with independent
extractions.

2.3.2.1 Statistical analysis. The mean values of RGR, NAR and
LAR estimated for each harvest interval were fitted to a splined
cubic polynomial model:25,32
y = y0 + ax + bx 2 + cx 3
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where y represents the RGR, NAR or LAR of the plant, x is time, y0
is the y value when x = 0 and a, b and c are the rates of increase in
RGR, NAR and LAR at different harvest times. Positive and negative
values of a, b and c indicate, respectively, increase and decrease in
RGR, NAR and LAR.

where y represents the biomass of the target plant at neighbour biomass x, a is the biomass of the target plant in the
absence of competitors (neighbours) (x = 0) and b is the slope
of the regression. Whereas steep slopes denote weak competitive responses,35,36 the coefficient of determination (R2 ) indicates
the importance of resource competition relative to other factors
affecting target-plant performance.34 Estimates of parameter b and
corresponding standard errors were obtained after data for each
ALS R (Tyr-122, Ser-197, Glu-376 or Leu-574) and S (wild-type S1 and
S2 ) subpopulation had been fitted to the model by least-squares
regression analysis using SigmaPlot software (v.12.0; Systat Software). The relative per-unit-size competitive responses of ALS R
and S subpopulations were established after comparison of regression slopes (b parameter) by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
(Graphpad Prism v.6.0; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).
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Table 2. Mean estimates of relative growth rate (RGR), net assimilation rate (NAR), leaf area ratio (LAR) and leaf CO2 assimilation rate of
ALS-susceptible (S1 , S2 ) and ALS-resistant (Tyr-122, Ser-197, Glu-376, Leu-574) Raphanus raphanistrum subpopulations. Different lower-case letters
indicate significant differences in growth traits and photosynthesis after pairwise comparisons of each ALS-resistant with both ALS-susceptible
subpopulations according to Dunnett’s post-test (α = 5%). Values in parentheses denote SE of the mean
S1
Growth traits
RGR (mg mg−1 day−1 )
NAR (mg cm−2 day−1 )
LAR (cm2 mg−1 )

S2

0.181 (0.004) abc
0.721 (0.019) b
0.260 (0.007) a

Photosynthesis (µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 )
17 DAT*
33.7 (1.3) b
26 DAT
27.7 (1.0) a

0.174 (0.004) bc
0.699 (0.018) b
0.256 (0.005) ab

36.3 (0.6) ab
28.0 (0.7) a

Tyr-122

0.170 (0.004) c
0.650 (0.018) b
0.267 (0.005) a

33.5 (0.5) b
28.6 (0.9) a

Ser-197

0.189 (0.003) ab
0.829 (0.017) a
0.231 (0.004) cd

36.5 (1.1) ab
29.7 (1.9) a

Glu-376

0.193 (0.004) a
0.833 (0.018) a
0.236 (0.005) bc

37.6 (0.8) a
29.2 (0.8) a

Leu-574

0.179 (0.004) abc
0.847 (0.026) a
0.213 (0.006) d

34.6 (0.8) ab
29.2 (1.0) a

* DAT: days after transplanting (of seedlings).

3

RESULTS

3.1 Vegetative growth analysis
Growth analysis over 2 weeks (15–29 DAT), indicated that
the two wild-type ALS-herbicide-susceptible R. raphanistrum
subpopulations exhibited comparable RGR values (Table 2). None
of the subpopulations homozygous for the various ALS resistance
alleles showed consistent RGR differences to both S wild-type
subpopulations (Table 2). Interestingly, plants homozygous for
the Ser-197, Glu-376 or Leu-574 ALS resistance alleles showed
consistently greater NAR values than individuals from both ALS
S subpopulations (Table 2). As individuals carrying these ALS
resistance alleles displayed similar RGR values to those of S
plants, it was expected that the higher NAR would have been
compensated by lower LAR, a result that highlights a different
plant leaf architecture associated with these ALS resistance alleles
(Table 2). It was also evident that the higher NAR associated with
the particular ALS resistance alleles (Ser-197, Glu-376 or Leu-574)
was not driven by higher photosynthesis rates (Table 2).
A second growth analysis involved a longer time period (4
weeks) that commenced 9 days post-transplanting (9–40 DAT).
During this growth period, three growth phases were observed,
evident in the overall negative and positive signs of the estimated
polynomial parameters. All ALS R and S subpopulations displayed
a similar RGR during the 9–20 DAT time period, followed by a linear
RGR decrease phase (20–30 DAT), again in which no apparent RGR
differences were observed (30–40 DAT) (Fig. 1). In spite of transient
differences at particular growth phases, similar NAR and LAR time
trends were also observed for ALS R and S populations (Fig. 1).
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3.2 Analysis of resource-competitive responses
As expected, growth responses of ALS R and S target plants
were significantly driven by the density and biomass increase of
competing neighbouring wheat plants (P < 0.0001, all R2 ≥ 0.90)
(Fig. 2, Table 3). After ca 40 days of competition, the number of
leaves attained by ALS R and S target plants decreased in a similar
manner from 8–9 leaves (control), then 6–7 (40 plants m−2 ), 5–6
(100 plants m−2 ), 4–5 (200 plants m−2 ), 3–4 (480 plants m−2 ) to
2–3 leaves (600 plants m−2 ) under increasing wheat competition.
Increasing competition from wheat plants greatly reduced PAR
interception by target plants with increasing wheat plant densities
(Fig. 3).
The two ALS S wild-type subpopulations showed contrasting
abilities to grow under the effect of increasing wheat competition.
Target individuals from the S1 subpopulation exhibited a steeper
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slope (parameter b) and thus displayed a weaker competitive
response than the S2 subpopulation (Table 3, Fig. 2). This variation
in the competitive response from the two ALS S wild-type
subpopulations reflects genetic background variability and served
as a comparison for the ALS R subpopulations. Analysis of biomass
changes of ALS R target plants (Tyr-122, Ser-197, Glu-376) under
increasing wheat competition revealed competitive responses
falling within the range of the competitive responses of the two
ALS S wild-type target plants (Figs 2a to c). Biomass changes
of target plants with the Leu-574 resistance allele mirrored the
response associated with the ALS S2 wild-type subpopulation
(Fig. 2d). Estimates of regression slopes for ALS R target-plant
biomass showed no significant differences from estimates for ALS
S wild-type target plants, indicating that ALS R and S target plants
performed in a similar fashion to competition from neighbouring
wheat crop plants. Leaf area changes exhibited by ALS R target
plants under wheat competition followed a similar pattern to the
changes observed in above-ground biomass (data not shown).
3.3 In vitro specific ALS activity
The extractable specific ALS activity of the two ALS S wild-type
subpopulations was similar (Fig. 4). However, the ALS activity
in plants homozygous for the resistance alleles Tyr-122, Ser197 or Glu-376 was 1.5–1.9-fold greater than that of the ALS
S subpopulations (Fig. 4). In contrast, in plants homozygous for
the Leu-574 resistance allele, the ALS activity was about half that
determined for the ALS S subpopulations.

4

DISCUSSION

4.1 No evidence of pleiotropic effects on plant growth but
on ALS activity
The present study has sought to test for pleiotropic effects on
plant growth and ALS activity associated with specific ALS gene
herbicide resistance endowing mutations that have evolved in
field wild populations of the weed R. raphanistrum. The studies
were conducted with individuals each homozygous for one of the
specific ALS gene mutations Ala-122-Tyr, Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376Glu or Trp-574-Leu. These ALS gene mutations individually endow
resistance to ALS herbicides.
Changes in RGR, NAR and LAR usually lead to changes in
plant establishment and resource use strategies and overall plant
fitness.37 While the plant growth analyses revealed transient
differences for RGR, NAR and LAR traits among the ALS R versus S
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0.30

Table 3. Resource-competitive responses of ALS-resistant (Tyr-122,
Ser-197, Glu-376, Leu-574) and ALS-susceptible (S1 , S2 ) target R.
raphanistrum subpopulations. Values represent the mean estimate
of the slope (parameter b), derived from the hyperbolic regression y =
a/(1 + bx). Different lower-case letters indicate significant differences
in regression parameter b after pairwise comparisons of each ALSresistant with both ALS-susceptible subpopulations according to
Dunnett’s post-test (α = 5%). Values in parentheses denote SE of
the mean

RGR (mg mg−1 day−1)

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10

Target subpopulation
0.05

S1
S2
Tyr-122
Ser-197
Glu-376
Leu-574

0.00

NAR (mg cm−2 day−1)

1.4
1.2

0.028 (0.003) a
0.016 (0.002) b
0.022 (0.004) ab
0.022 (0.003) ab
0.021 (0.004) ab
0.015 (0.002) b

R2
0.97
0.97
0.93
0.96
0.90
0.91

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.25

LAR (cm2 mg−1)

b parameter

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

10

20

30

40

Day after transplanting

Figure 1. Changes in mean estimates of relative growth rate (RGR),
net assimilation rate (NAR) and leaf area ratio (LAR) over time for ALSsusceptible (broken line) ( , S1 ; , S2 ), and ALS-resistant (solid line) ( ,
Tyr-122; , Ser-197; , Glu-376; , Leu-574) R. raphanistrum subpopulations.
Derived RGR, NAR and LAR data were fitted to the splined cubic polynomial
model y = y0 + ax + bx 2 + cx 3 .
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4.2 Role of genetic background (Trp-574-Leu) and double
nucleotide change (Ala-122-Tyr)
Of the 25 identified ALS-herbicide-resistance-endowing mutations
of the ALS gene,21,38 very few ALS gene resistance mutations
have been assessed for associated pleiotropic effects in weed
species.5 A recent investigation by the present authors with
homozygous resistant L. rigidum carrying the ALS Trp-574-Leu
and various resistance mutations at ALS Pro-197 (including the
Pro-197-Ser) has shown no associated detrimental effects on plant
growth of these mutations.17 However, in resistant populations of
Amaranthus powellii, the Trp-574-Leu mutation has been shown
significantly to alter leaf morphology and reduce vegetative and
reproductive growth.15 The discrepancy across the results may
be related to the genetic background effects (i.e. plant species,
resistance populations/biotypes and ALS gene sequences).39
The Ala-122-Tyr is an ALS gene resistance mutation that endows
high-level and broad-spectrum resistance to ALS herbicides, yet
this mutation must be rare because, in spite of many other
mutations being reported40 thus far, this mutation has only been
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subpopulations during the vegetative growth phase, there was no
evidence of consistent impaired growth traits associated with any
of these specific ALS resistance gene mutations (Table 2, Fig. 1).
Equally, when experiments were conducted under high wheat
competition, there were no significant differences in growth
traits between R and S plants. When compared with two ALS
wild-type herbicide-susceptible subpopulations, leaf area and
above-ground biomass of R plants with these four resistance
mutations were similarly inhibited by increasing competition from
wheat plants (i.e. b parameter) (Table 3, Fig. 2). This result indicates
similar competitive responses in S plants versus R plants with any
of these four specific resistance mutations. Results also highlight
the importance of using more than one susceptible genetic
background in studies assessing resistance costs, as different and
erroneous conclusions can be made when no other protocols are
used to minimise genetic background differences among R and S
genotypes.23,24

Current understanding suggests that resistance-conferring
mutations in herbicide target enzymes not only limit herbicide
binding but may also compromise normal plant function or
metabolism by altering protein activity, regulation and kinetics.5,10
A shortage, excess and/or imbalance of the herbicide target
protein products can have pleiotropic effects on cell metabolism
and correlate with diminished plant growth. Correlation of
whole-plant pleiotropic effects with the degree of alteration
of the ALS functionality has proved to be difficult. In the
cases where pleiotropic effects have been detected in both
weed and laboratory-derived ALS-gene-based herbicide-resistant
plants, both increased ALS activity and decreased ALS activity
have been reported.5 In the present study, where pleiotropic
effects have been shown to be negligible, both higher ALS activity
(Pro-197-Ser, Ala-122-Tyr and Asp-376-Glu) and lower activity (Trp574-Leu) were observed. The lower ALS activity associated with
the Trp-574-Leu resistance mutation contrasts with the results of
Yu et al.,17 with a higher activity of the mutation in L. rigidum. In
both cases, no evident pleiotropic effects on plant growth were
estimated. The discrepancies between ALS activity and pleiotropic
effects suggest that (1) the optimal plant range of tissue ALS
activity level is relatively wide and/or (2) there exist unquantified
in vitro (extractable) and in vivo differences in ALS activities.
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identified once.21 While this novel resistance mutation may be rare,
its rarity, as demonstrated here, is not the result of any associated
impaired plant growth (Tables 2 and 3, Figs 1 and 2). Rather, it
is most likely due to the probability of two nucleotide changes
(either sequential or simultaneous) required for this mutation
to occur, which contrasts with other ALS resistance mutations
that require only one nucleotide change.21 The low occurrence
probability of mutations involving a double-nucleotide change
in agricultural weeds is evident, as only one previous report has
documented a double-nucleotide change (CCT→ATT) in the ALS
gene, leading to Pro-197-Ile amino acid substitution.41 No studies
have been conducted to assess resistance costs of this other rare
ALS herbicide resistance mutation.
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to Dunnett’s post-test (α = 5%).

4.3 ALS target-site herbicide resistance evolution
The results of the present study show that, either in the absence or
in the presence of resource competition, the ALS gene resistance
endowing mutations Ala-122-Tyr, Pro-197-Ser, Asp-376-Glu and
Trp-574-Leu do not impose negative pleiotropic effects on R.
raphanistrum vegetative growth in isolated and competing plants.
Rapid and widespread evolution of ALS resistance in R.
raphanistrum and other plant species selected for only a few
generations with ALS herbicides is known.19,40 The population
frequency of ALS resistance alleles depends on their selective
advantage or disadvantage (resistance cost) in, respectively, the
presence and absence of ALS herbicide selection. The absence
of detrimental effects on plant growth associated with the four
ALS resistance mutations reported here would be a contributing
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factor in resistance alleles being at relatively high frequencies
in ALS-herbicide-unselected plant populations.42 Provided that
the observed lack of pleiotropic effects on plant growth and
competitive ability are also evident in reproductive fitness traits,
the ALS resistance mutations studied here are expected to persist
at high frequencies upon removal of ALS herbicide selection
and/or to be fixed in R. raphanistrum populations regardless of ALS
herbicide selection. In spite of the absence of associated pleiotropic
effects, the ALS Tyr-122 resistance allele is still expected to be a
rare allele, given the relatively lower occurrence probability of the
associated double-nucleotide mutation in the ALS gene.
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